Oakland Residents
You Are Being HEARD.

When you call 911 for help – You want YOUR POLICE to respond right away and deal with the problem efficiently and WITH COMPASSION.

Unfortunately, VIOLENT CRIME in Oakland is on the rise in 2020.

Homicides are up 26%
Assaults with a firearm are up 38%
Shootings into occupied homes/vehicles are up 41%

OUR COMMUNITY desperately needs MEANINGFUL DIALOGUE about how to effectively deal with the rising violence in Oakland.
YOUR POLICE would like to become ACTIVE PARTICIPANTS in this conversation – not as adversaries, but as COMMUNITY PARTNERS.

Maintaining public trust and confidence is essential for the Department to be able to provide the HIGHEST LEVEL OF SERVICE TO THE COMMUNITY.
We recognize that in order to CREATE POSITIVE CHANGE and re-build PUBLIC TRUST AND CONFIDENCE with Oakland residents, YOUR POLICE need to do more than talk about change. We need to embrace it.

THAT'S WHY THE OAKLAND POLICE OFFICERS' ASSOCIATION IS RECOMMENDING ON NOVEMBER 3rd TO VOTE YES ON MEASURE S1.

To STRENGTHEN the INDEPENDENCE of the OAKLAND POLICE COMMISSION by modifying the powers, duties, and staffing of the Oakland Police Commission and the COMMUNITY POLICE REVIEW AGENCY.

YES ON MEASURE S1
Strengthen Oakland’s Police Commission